1858 women randomized in MACS

28 centers not participating: 134 women (164 infants)

1724 women eligible for MACS-5

865 women allocated to multiple ACS group (1075 infants + 1 child found at 5 years = 1076)

- Unable to follow 203 children

873 children followed

- 660 children born preterm
- 213 children born term

2 children with incomplete components of primary outcomes

871 children contributed to primary outcomes

- 658 children born preterm
- 213 children born term

105 children born < 30 gestational weeks
- 553 children born 30-36 gestational weeks

859 women allocated to single ACS group (1065 infants)

- Unable to follow 210 children

855 children followed

- 606 children born preterm
- 249 children born term

7 children with incomplete components of primary outcomes

848 children contributed to primary outcomes

- 599 children born preterm
- 249 children born term

95 children born < 30 gestational weeks
- 504 children born 30-36 gestational weeks

ACS = antenatal corticosteroid therapy